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Liguori Publications, 2017. Spiral bound. Condition: New. Leader Guide ed.. Language: English .
Brand New Book. The ever-popular and long-running RCIA program, Journey of Faith, has a fresh,
modern look and expanded leader materials. Written in the engaging, pastoral style of the
Redemptorists, Journey of Faith and Jornada de Fe (previously, Camino de Fe) speak more clearly
to people where they are in their faith journey and offer more integration with their daily life. For
parishes that enjoy Liguori s Catholic Update newsletter, lesson-by-lesson references allow you to
easily supplement any topics with timely and enlightening articles. The Enlightenment lessons
cover God s mercy and forgiveness, an introduction to the scrutinies, and the Lenten practices of
prayer, fasting, and almsgiving. There is also a group Lenten retreat. The Mystagogy material leads
the new members of the Church into full participation with their Church and parish communities as
they continue their faith formation now that they are fully initiated into the Church and share the
joy and enthusiasm they have for the faith with others. The comprehensive Leader Guide gives you
everything you need to walk into your RCIA class and start leading. The expanded materials
include: New, wraparound design that...
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ReviewsReviews

This composed ebook is wonderful. It really is writter in basic words rather than hard to understand. You may like the way the writer compose this pdf.
-- Ryder Nolan-- Ryder Nolan

This book can be well worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is writter in simple words and phrases and not confusing. Its been printed in an
exceptionally simple way in fact it is merely right after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically changed me, modify the way i think.
-- Margot Carter V-- Margot Carter V
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